
Proclamation - People - Presence
A Church:

Where the presence of God is Valued above all other things
Where the presence of God is everywhere all the time

Where God is manifest in full glory - In miracles, signs and wonders 
and 

In the character of each man woman and child

Where every person in the church is ruined with love for Jesus
worship starts long before the first note is played and does

not end with the last 
Worship is a lifestyle not just an activity 

The Word of God is cherished pursued, delicious 

Prayer is like breathing 

Evangelism is effortless 

Relationship with Jesus IS life and everything else is boring and 
empty

Where, because of the cross, there is:
freedom 

vulnerability 
passion

Insecurity is banished
Shame is forgotten

Where grace is not just for "me" but for everyone and it doesn’t
end at salvation but saturates every moment

No struggles with sin

When the Spirit speaks we listen immediately and respond



That makes the world jealous never ashamed

Where lost people feel at home and welcome never judged

Where the church is so on fire that they are talking to everyone 
all the time about this beautiful God

Where generosity is the rule not the exception 

Where men and women of a God feel safe enough to dream
dangerous dreams 

Where we honestly feel like nothing is impossible 

Where we destroy the works of the enemy

Where we set wrong things right

Where we go into the earth:
As the pardon of God

As hope incarnate
The defenders of the hurting

Healers of the broken
Lifters of the fallen

Where every generation feels :
at home
Honored
Valuable 

Like they have ownership 
Heard

Accepted
Fed and taken care of

Trained, released and supported to live up to all their potential 

This is my dream and I believe God’s dream over FCC


